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Calling Youth Around the Globe: Popular #BEAPIRATE
Challenge 2022 is About to Kick-Off
The next round of Moonshot Pirates’ global #beapirate Challenge will start on June 1st.

The Challenge
#beapirate Challenge is an online world-wide competition for young creative individuals between the
age of 14 and 19. Young minds with entrepreneurial spirit form teams with purpose-driven people
around the world in order to develop innovative ideas for a better future. The online challenge run by
Moonshot Pirates is focusing on the global challenges in line with Sustainable Development Goals
outlined by the United Nations.

How it Works
Young teams are supported by various international mentors, professionals in their specific fields such
as marketing, UX design, tech, etc. Mentoring sessions are provided online throughout the challenge
and each team can choose their mentors according to their preferences and the nature of the project.
Participants are as well supported by different materials such as video inputs and workshops on a wide
range of topics. After the ideation process is done, it is time to present the idea to the public and the
jury, who will together choose the most creative and impactful idea of them all.

The Prize
The members of the winning team will fly with the Moonshot Pirates to Silicon Valley and San Francisco
to visit the headquarters of Google, Apple, Instagram and Co. and other successful companies to
experience the "entrepreneurial mindset" first hand. Having a different approach to education with a
hands-on experience can spark the passion and inspire young people to follow their own dreams.

Let’s make the World a Better Place

The idea behind the #beapirate Challenge as well as all the other programs run by Moonshot Pirates, is
to empower the global young community of people with entrepreneurial spirit and promote
possibilities that are out there. Young people around the world are our future and Moonshot Pirates
encourages them to come up with solutions to the grand challenges in a way that will benefit them and
the generations to come. Only together can we make the world a better place.

About Moonshot Pirates
Moonshot Pirates is an edu-tech Vienna based global startup and an online community with 6000+
young people from more than 100 countries. The organization encourages young minds between 14
and 19 years of age to think big, walk their own path and create innovative solutions for the global grand
challenges in line with the sustainable development goals outlined by the United Nations. Moonshot
Pirates combine learning experiences beyond school, focusing on future-oriented and
technology-based projects as well as personal development. By taking action, young minds unlock their
full potential and create a high desire to learn and grow. The combination of on-site and online
programs supported by an international digital community of like-minded pirates and mentors, helps
young people to keep growing, learning, and to further develop their ideas.
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